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Fall Advisory Meeting Minutes 
 

November 18, 2019 

Location  
Delta Hotels by Marriott Ottawa City Centre 

Attendees  

FPInnovations: Greg Baxter, Steve Hvenegaard, Rex Hsieh, Razim Refai, Denis Cormier and 
Brandon MacKinnon  

 
Government of Alberta: Quentin Spila (Phone), Dave Schroeder, Paul Courtoreille, Lorne L’Hirondelle 
Government of the Northwest Territories: Westley Steed  
Government of Saskatchewan: Chris Dallyn 
Government of British Columbia: Mike McCulley 
Bushbaby Wildfire Suppression: Wasyl Melnyczuk, Taros Melnyczuk  
University of Alberta: Andrew Stack, Kate Bozooyen  
Fire Smart Canada: Ray Ault 
Wild Rose Fire Behaviour: Marty Alexander 
Forest Wise Environmental Consulting Ltd.: Alan Westhaver 
Mag Aerospace: Mike Ciezadlo 
Parks Canada: Katie Ellsworth 
Sea Hawk/CVFSA: Jamie Coutts, Troy Mutch 
CIFFC: Maria Sharpe 
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Fall 2019 Minutes  
Recorded by Brandon MacKinnon  

Welcome, Introduction, Meeting Objectives and House Rules (Greg Baxter, 

interim program manager):  
- Purpose of meeting 

i. meeting to gather feedback on projects 

ii. Provide a forum for project proposals 

iii. Introduce group and research to non-members 

Objective →  to introduce the group to eastern Canada, research we do is applicable to the 

entire country 

Second Objective → gather insight at these meetings on the projects we are working on 

- House rules 

i. Mention name and affiliation 

ii. Food at the back of the room  

iii. Emergency exit stairs down to the front of the hotel  

iv. Phones on silent  

FPInnovations Wildfire Operations Research Background - history and 

evolution:  
- Greg presented on the history and evolution of the group 

Approval of spring 2019 meeting minutes:  

- Approved by: Chris Dallyn 

- Seconded by: Quintin Spila 

FPInnovations News and Business update – Presented by Denis Cormier, 

director:  
- National organization, 3 main labs Montreal, Vancouver, and Quebec City  

- Wildfire group in Edmonton  

- Fairly small budget for the wildfire group but the organization has a lot of resources that 

can be utilized as a whole  

- Any project has access to any resources in the organization  

- Come up with key solutions for climate change economic growth and regional 

development 

- By working with a wide array of partners we can work faster to a better solution 

- FPI has a lot of resources but there may be some we don’t have; more co-funding 

partners can provide access to additional resources not currently available to the group 
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- Recently hired many people mostly in the robotic sector especially in the algorithm 

development side 

- Resources in forest management that can also be useful  

- FPI in a growth path and putting the wildfire group in the same direction  

- Total funding 1.5 million, Alberta still about 50% of the budget  

- BC about 25%  

- Trying to grow the program in the east, primarily Ontario and Quebec to have a national 

program  

- Questions 

i. Mike BC – With regard to the funding graph can you clarify who the industry 

portion is 

ii. Denis – Conair and Genics. and it is different from the forestry membership 

(based on fiber supply to mill) 

Current work activities – on going and completed projects - Presented by Greg 

Baxter, interim program manager: 
- No questions were asked  

Advisory Process:  
- Funding members 

i. Can direct the research that we do, collaborative funding means that members 

have access to information from other projects 

ii. Get to vote on the projects to prioritize which projects get worked on  

- General or targeted funding  

i. Targeted funding if you want a project done specific to your organization then 

you can get 20% discount on that project as a member 

- Project proposals 

i. There is a page on the website to write a proposal and send it in. It is then voted 

on by the members for priority 

1. Dave – It is a lot more than just proposals and voting. There is a 

committee and we have a lot of good discussions about how projects 

can be done better and how we can all support each other. You have 

the benefit that all the researchers get to transfer knowledge. 

2. Greg – We are also making progress in the way we deliver the results, 

taking advantage of new technology and procedures.  

Presentations and advisory discussions: 

Westley Steed – CBCFS Collaborative Research Area 

Discussed the progression of the relationship between FPInnovations and The Government of NWT. The 

talk included the current projects and projections for their progression into the future. Emphasis was 

placed on the benefits of having many agencies involved and the mutual benefits to everyone. (No 

questions were asked) 
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Dave Schroeder – Pelican Mountain Collaborative Research Area 

Emphasis was placed on the benefits of having many agencies involved and the mutual benefits to 

everyone. Discussed the burns at Pelican Mountain and the many agencies and academic organizations 

that were and are involved. Mentioned that the problems we are trying to tackle are common problems 

across Canada regardless of the budgets assigned to each region. A video clip from the unit 5 burn was 

shown. 

ii. Ray – how big is the plot, points out how fast it had burned 

iii. Dave – We learned that we need to treat the surface fuel and that it is very 

critical to controlling fire behaviour 

iv. Troy – How long does it take for the data from the burn to get out to the 

communities so that they can change their decisions for future projects? 

v. Dave – Anyone on site can have that information right away but were also 

working on a paper and other reports are going to get published. It will be 

useful to have the paper available to everyone. We realize that it is not fast 

enough but trying to get faster.   

vi. Lorne – Just having the video is helpful on its own  

Razim Refai - Wildfire Chemicals Roadmap 

Discussed the status and future progression of the chemical roadmap. Razim also went into detail on 

how the chemical roadmap tests the substances and why each test was necessary.  

Question to the audience, can we use operational experience to reduce the amount of testing that may 

be needed in the lab 

- Wes – not prepared for the investment to get away from the foam they are using right 

now. Investment and infrastructure key concern.  

- Dave – using logic is very scientific, if you cannot use it in the field then drop the product 

before it gets to lab testing, no point in a great product if cannot use it. 

- Chris – using FireIce 561 as a comparison, would be good to know the cost to get the 

same amount of product on the ground that gives the same results, what kind of info 

and feedback would you be looking for? 

- Razim – that would be agency specific, Ontario has a lot of water, but other places might 

not, they may be worried about overflow and spills in clean lakes, FireIce 561 is a 

powdered product and needs a land based mixing system, so it depends.  

Drop dynamics project  

- Paul – what is the effect on people on the ground from the gels? 

- Razim – mixed feedback in terms of how easy it is to slip on 

- Paul – what is the effect on textiles or boots  

- Razim – gels may be more detrimental to materials than foams  
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Rex Hsieh - Wildfire detection workshop 

- Get a discussion between agencies, gaps, needs, challenges 

- Detection approach and trends 

1. Tools of public reporting 

2. Advances in satellites  

3. Advances in visual and non visual tech 

4. Multiple detector integration and operations 

- Show case the vendors to the agencies  

1. New and best and cheapest technology for implementation 

- Denis – Would a forum for sharing ideas be useful, does it exist and is this needed? 

- Mike – We screen vendors out operationally, but detection is not high on our list in large 

scale, but may be different elsewhere, say Cranbrook, or in the future, we are torn on an 

international forum would like to be specific to BC think it’s a great idea though. 

- Denis – seems like detection would apply to everyone, if the tool works there it would 

work somewhere else as well.  

- Mike - Remote sensing that is monitored and could be used for fires in real time, see the 

big fires and what they are doing could make decisions related to operations and 

evacuations 

- Wes – same for us in the NWT 

- Mike – remote sensing that gives fast detection from satellites would be great, the 

question of predicting and monitoring are different but looking at a few different 

products, we have paid for upgraded services and looked at fires through satellites and 

if cannot see them then we need to send aircraft but if we can get this info from 

satellites it is much better 

- Chris Dallyn – in the north we need monitoring and further south we need early 

detection, Modis is every 12 hours and Landsat is every 3 days, yes it would be useful to 

detect and monitor in remote areas, should we be getting new cameras or should we be 

using satellites? 

- Greg – is there one satellite that everyone uses? 

- Mike – there are vendors that pull stuff from a bunch of different global sources and 

give it to you but what type of precision and temporal updates do we need?  

- Greg – we could have a whole section of this in the workshop 

- Mike – Firesat and the work of Josh Johnston is doing with CFS will be good to make the 

information under gov controlled as data acquisition now is tricky, working with smaller 

innovative companies to get real time thermal data, just put on the front of plane and 

gathers data, but do we need real time data or do we need more regular data.  

- Denis – too much data with real time acquisition, could create thresholds to reduce 

information load. 

- Maria – FPInnovations is great at testing when given something to test and then there 

are individual agencies that do symposiums on what is out there but there is a missing 

link between what is out there and access to other agencies. 
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- Dave – satellite network that is coming up, will it meet needs of Canadian agencies? is 

there anything new that requires the time and effort of a workshop? can you do a video 

compilation of what vendors have to offer that showcases what they have? can we put 

some numbers behind the need? how many fires are escaping because detection is slow 

or initial attack was called in too late because slow detection? Impact of reducing 

detection time from 10 to 5 min, is the data out there? Do we need to go down that 

road?  

- Denis – do we not have stats on detection time?  

- Dave – difference between detection and is the fire getting out of control, not a 

problem of detection time. 

- Mike – what’s the value in innovation is there actually a problem here before we go 

chasing the solution? Need to figure that out first, detection time is also dependent on 

BUI and time of year 

- Dave – create something similar to the hotspot grid or database and let the detection 

companies prove they will be beneficial to hire. 

- Mike – no strong cultural understanding of how fire suppression affects the 

communities, looking for innovative ways to communicate and teach the public what we 

do, bridge the gap between public understanding and teach the public. 

- Paul – in Alberta we talk to communities, go to schools and teach kids, we also have an 

app and people can be up to date with fires that are popping up.  

- Greg – great discussion and a few points here we will follow up on and maybe change 

the scope of what we are looking at and talk to Mike about that.  

- Dave – in the end if a workshop is the best thing to do then that’s what we’ll do.   

Razim Refai - Equipment evaluation program 

- Increased development from manufacturers 

- Agencies don’t have time to test them  

- National program 

- Evaluation by arms length research organization – unbiased, history of equipment 

testing,  

- Conduct tests, evaluate products, document findings and cross evaluate with 

manufacturers claims 

- FPI an outlet for agencies to point vendors towards 

- Razim – how can this benefit agencies further  

- Mike – I see challenges with the fee for service, originally thought it looked great but BC 

would rather pay for testing themselves and deploy the product, concerned with fee for 

service but have it be more third party.  

- Denis – FPI proved service is great and then the agency didn’t use it, problem with fee 

for service, could result in bad publicity.  

- Razim – If signing Non-Disclosure Agreement with the vendors, then cannot share the 

information with other agencies.  
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- Mike – rarely test a product for free, they would rather pay for a trial, why should a 

vendor have to offer a free trial, its their life and work, if it looks promising then pay 

company go forward and test it. 

- Dave – maybe a stepwise approach, online self screening as first stage, website for no 

fee and pass a questionnaire involving the needs and limitations of operational logistics 

and challenges, some companies may not know all the limitations, if meet certain 

criteria maybe there is a small fee where they are interviewed, talk about the ideas 

more and go from there, maybe agencies together want to support testing, try to help 

getting people filtered out without spending large amounts of money, like with the 

chemical roadmap the vendors can see what it takes and evaluate whether they need to 

invest the money to get tested, if the information is available the companies can do the 

tests themselves to verify if they would pass the testing.  

- Mike – there are a bunch of student groups in universities, they phone me and say tell 

us what to do, what do you want? If we could get them more focused, have a list of 

projects that they can tell the universities, maybe they could send them to us? 

- Ray Ault – bridge the gap between structural and wildfire, no one looking at that 

industry in any way, great fit for FPInnovations to evaluate products for how structural 

guys would use gels in the wildland urban interface.  

Project proposals: 
- Dave – Electric OHV fire risk. Possibly a quick literature review and see what can be 

done. If more work is needed go through a more formal process. What about electric fat 

tire bikes? Seems to be just a problem for Alberta.  

Next Meeting: 
- To be determined 

 

 

 

  


